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The first open letter I penned (Stonebeam 18) was more
indirect with allusions to Invasion of the Body Snatchers, and
so on, and I buried it on the Facebook Group1 page in a reply
to someone else’s rah rah posts. This one arises from a recent
post in proud announcement of taking taken her ‘covid’ shots.
Actually, I'm sorry to hear of your decision, Jo Anne et al.
And I hate to be the stubborn iconoclast throwing a wet
blanket on what resembles a celebration for a friend who has
just won the lottery:
This—these 'vaccines'—is an FDA-unapproved emergency
genetic modification experiment and everyone who takes it is
literally a test subject. The long term effects of these injections
have not been determined. Previous coronavirus vaccine testing has been halted for
safety reasons—the test animals virtually all died, particularly from what is known as
ADE, antibody-dependent enhancement... where the immune system goes apeshit
upon subsequent exposure to the virus or its analogs.
The CDC's VAERS reports a percentage of deaths 90 times greater for the 'covid'
mRNA 'vaccines' than for the flu vaccine in 2019! And at roughly only 3.5 months we
are not yet into the long-term effects. Dr. Mercola's fact-checked column gives a great
deal of crucial data and matter for deep concern… at the following page:
 articles.mercola.
dot
com/sites/articles/archive/2021/03/23/covid-19vaccine-testing-on-children dot aspx
A world-leading provax Bill Gates-funded insider, Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche, has
issued a warning to his colleagues of a major species' catastrophe event to recipients'
immune systems if these mRNA injections are not stopped. [I was chastised by Group
members for bringing it up, so took down the link, but the deactivated link is here:
thehighwire dot com/videos/a-coming-covid-catastrophe/.] Other experts have disagreed w/ Dr. Geert's analysis, but WE AT LEAST MUST HAVE THE DISCUSSION!
Other key facts:
1) Your chances of full recovery from ‘covid’ are in aggregate ~99.76%.
2) Vaccine makers do not claim the injections will stop 'covid.'
3) There is no undo switch, no treatment for serious injury to you.
4) You cannot sue the shot maker for damages.
5) Other proven remedies exist for 'covid.'
Thus I implore with all my heart that people, especially my former classmates
whom I've grown to be quite fond of, NOT take these injections and I cite just a handful of thousands of highly credentialed scholars and doctors who agree with me.
 https://www.bitchute dot com/video/H9GyqoPMvfRa/
Finally, I want to present a scintillating presentation from Dr. Anne McCloskey of
the Republic of Ireland who will not stand down against legacy forces of the Dark
Side—self-appointed gods of the Great Reset. Her spirit is contagious, and I hope from
what she says that my own countrymen remember, in their own souls, the Bravehearts without which our own republic of Independents would not have been created.
 youtube dot com/watch?v=MRRyO9LMNWY
Remember the Shawnee Mission Viking motto:
“To remain silent when we should protest makes cowards out of men.”
— Ella Wheeler Wilcox
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